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Covid class war:

Training goes online to boost
logistics talent

Brace, brace:
Insurers warn of higher prices
and lower coverage

Box shortages slow
flows and raise costs

"Incredibly difficult" period with lack of space and rising rates and surcharges
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The bountiful box business:
Should lines cancel 'outrageous'
December GRIs?

Shifting sands:
Forwarders face new demands
in 'tumultuous' year

GLOBAL container shortages are
making an already disruptive
period “incredibly difficult” for
shippers. Bookings are being lost
for lack of a box, while
surcharges are rising.
Intra-Asia trades have been
particularly affected as carriers
prioritise transpacific profits.
While intra-Asia is the largest
trade lane in the world, costs
have been kept in check with
less carrier consolidation and
more regional players competing.
But even these lower-cost routes
are now seeing major rate
increases and surcharges, as
carriers blank sailings, leading to
box shortages and higher prices.
“Intra-Asia rates have
increased due to the lack of
equipment and space caused by
blank sailings,” said Peter
Sundara, VP global ocean

product at LF Logistics.
“For example, earlier this year,
niche intra-Asia carriers were
offering 20ft
containers from
Shanghai to Ho Chi
Minh City for only
$1, plus local
charges. This was
driven by the
US-China trade war
and an uptick in
demand for exports
out of Vietnam, so
carriers were
offering very low
rates to encourage
empty repositioning.
“However, for the
same port pair now,
rates are $970-$1,300, valid
until 30 November, on the spot
market.”
Sundara said he did not expect

rates to fall as long as equipment
and space shortages persist, with
the peak season expected to last
until just before the
Chinese New Year
holiday in early
February.
Hapag-Lloyd has
described the global
container shortage
as a “black swan”
event, noting the
“strongest increase
in 40ft demand,
following one of the
strongest decreases
in demand ever”
within six months.
The carrier
suspended bookings
of agricultural products from
North America so it could
prioritise repositioning
equipment to the more lucrative

"Intra-Asia
rates have
increased
due to the
lack of
equipment
and space"

Asian export market.
Sundara explained that
carriers are prioritising high-yield
cargo, primarily on the
transpacific eastbound.
But, he said, “intra-Asia lanes
have minuscule margins, which is
creating severe shortages of 40ft
containers”.
Customers are now being
encouraged to substitute 20ft
boxes for 40ft boxes, a move
likely to results in both types
soon being in very short supply.
“Freight rates keep rising,”
added Sundara. “GRIs have been
announced by multiple carriers
on intra-Asia tradelanes for 15
November, ranging from $200 to
$500, and some carriers are also
imposing a peak season
surcharge of $300 per teu from
the 23rd.”
Continued on page 3
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Air capacity shortage sparks
concerns for 2021
TYPICALLY at this time of
year air freight buyers would
be haggling with airlines over
their blocked space
agreements (BSA) for the
next year. But this is
anything but a typical year.
Spot pricing – alongside
long-term charters – is here
to stay for as long as the
passenger market continues
to struggle and capacity is
hard to come by.
“BSAs and
Capacity
Purchase
Agreements
(CPA) were in
place last year,
but all were
withdrawn this
year when the
game changed,
along with the
rules of
engagement
with airlines,”
said one
independent
forwarder.
“Carriers are having to
cover all costs with cargo, so
spot or ad hoc dynamic
pricing is here to stay, until
passenger demand and
aircraft return to the market.
“It’s pay-to-play. The

higher you pay, the higher
your chances of uplift. It’s a
commodity, and there isn’t a
lot of supply in the market.
“It’s similar to ocean
freight in the sense that
supply is being managed and
demand is outstripping the
ability to uplift cargo, which
results in a bullish market
from the supplier.”
With the absence of BSAs
next year, the likelihood that
capacity will be
taken up by
vaccine
distribution,
while the
shortage of
passenger
capacity
remains,
forwarders large
and small are
taking on
charter deals.
The
multinationals
are busy adding to
their global charter
networks, with provider
Atlas Air noting this month
that some customers have
signed three-year deals.
Independents are also
looking to shore up capacity.
One said that “as rates are

"It’s pay-toplay. The
higher you
pay, the
higher your
chances of
uplift"

increasing, it’s becoming
more viable for businesses to
look at charter options”.
Rates are continuing to
rise, despite a patchy month
in air freight. While
November in Europe was
heralded by some forwarders
as likely to be a record
month, increasing numbers
of countries, facing a second
wave of coronavirus, shut
shops. Retailers instantly
cancelled air freight orders.
One European retail
forwarder said he had seen
thousands of cubic metresworth of bookings cancelled
in 72 hours after a lockdown
came onto force, with
customers switching to sea,
or sea/air.
“I am talking huge
volumes,” he said. “What
was looking to be our best
month ever has been
somewhat dented and will
be average at best.”
While demand dropped in
some regions, however,
overall prices remained high
and are starting to rise to
levels of more than $10 per
kg on some lanes.
This is beginning to have
an impact on capacity, with
major airlines adding more

continued from page 1

Box shortage a global problem

businesses worldwide are now facing
Intra-Asia cargo volumes are largely driven
constant disruption.”
by China-Asean trade, while the China-US
Ligentia added that not enough new
trade war has also shifted sourcing to southcontainers were manufactured in the second
east Asia.
quarter of this year as demand slowed, while
But it’s not just intra-Asia reeling from the
“huge amounts” of PPE is idling at ports,
impact of a box shortage: it is a global
trying up containers.
problem.
It added: “Current port congestion means
“I have never seen a situation such as that
that vessels do not have time to load all
we face with the carriers: no space, no
empties on-board before returning to Asia.
equipment, no service,” said Washington
“With most carriers now facing equipment
state-based industry veteran Jon Monroe, of
shortages throughout Asia unfortunately this
Jon Monroe Consulting.
means although a booking may have been
In Europe, forwarder Ligentia told
secured, it might not be possible to get
customers: “Cargo flows are now booming
empty containers to load.
amid unpredictable demand as Covid-19
“To add further challenges to an already
continues to impact international supply
disruptive situation, lines are also
chains. The knock-on effect has been the
implementing surcharges on 40 ft
collapse of a normally robust infrastructure
containers. With forecasts currently
across our industry.
suggesting shortages will continue until after
“We know the availability of empty
Chinese New Year 2021 the next few
containers in Asia is directly linked to the
months are expected to be incredibly
smooth running of every supply chain. With
Ad Voice Magazine.pdf
1
6/2/20
11:11difficult.”
the continuation
of limited availability

cargo-only passenger aircraft
to their fleets, including
Emirates, which has
converted an A380 to flying
cargo only, a model that can
only work at high freight
rates.
December is expected to
be very busy, as shops
re-open and the ecommerce
peak gets into full swing:
major ecommerce logistics
providers have predicted
soaring volumes.
A German forwarder
added: “Capacity will
continue to be tight

throughout December and
far beyond. Passenger flights
are unlikely to come back
until the end of
next year. The
required
maintenance of
a certain
number of
freighters will
further impact
the capacity.
“Certain
markets are far
behind the
capacity
required, e.g.
India, South
Africa, Australia.
“The very tight demand
and respective rate levels,
will continue. In case vaccine

3
transportation comes into
play or volumes are flipped
back as a result of a very
critical ocean situation, it
could get to be a very heavy
peak.”
One forwarder said: “The
air freight peak
season has been
deferred until
December.
“The late rush
is anticipated to
be at double its
usual levels for
reasons well
known,
including
lockdown, of
e-commerce
products in the
run-up to
Christmas.”
He said he anticipated it
being the busiest December
on record.

"Capacity
will continue
to be tight
throughout
December
and far
beyond"
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Recruitment

E-learning combats skills
FUTURE-proofing the
logistics sector has become a
core concern for the
industry. Dwindling HGV
driver numbers provide stark
proof of a pending skills
shortage. Figures from the
UK show that just one per
cent of qualified drivers are

under 25, compared with 13
per cent aged 60 or over,
while the average age hovers
just shy of 50. A plethora of
industry associations and
training institutes have been
yelling about the need to
address this shortfall for
years, and their efforts have

seen a succession of
university and vocational
courses spring up. These
have sought to present
logistics as an industry you
choose, rather than “fall
into”.
Palletised freight network
Pall-Ex recently partnered
with Leicester’s De Montfort
University (DMU) in tasking

second-year marketing
students to design a
campaign for attracting the
next generation of logistics
professionals. Group chief
executive officer of Pall-Ex
Kevin Buchanan says that
attracting the younger
generation is made
challenging by an absence of
awareness in what potential
jobs are available and the
scope of industry.
“We see this as a learning
opportunity for ourselves, as
well as the students, as it will
enable us to get a fresh
perspective from young
people themselves and
better understand how to
inform them on the great
opportunities within the
logistics sector,” says
Buchanan. “We want
logistics to be a talking point
in schools, so we can
educate young people on
the positives of not only
driving, but other roles in the
industry and the important
role logistics plays in all of
our lives.”
Claudia Marquina of FIATA
tells Voice of the
Independent (VOTI) that
their association is “mindful”
that the industry as a whole
is facing a “shortfall” in
qualified personnel.
Marquina says that much of
the issue is arising from an
ageing population.
“A need exists to ensure
that this specific industry
becomes an employment of

CLAUDIA MARQUINA
FIATA

choice, and that a new
generation of skilled
employees migrate from
secondary education into
the dynamic international
trade logistics and supply
chain management service
industry,” she adds.
“This requires the
development of skills
pathways and for the
logistics sector to be one
that meets the expectations
of aspirational applicants
and parents. FIATA has
embarked on that
development of
competency-based training
through the FIATA Logistics
Institute, its association
members, and deliverers of
professional development
training. FIATA is also
committed to make the
richness and diversity of
these professions known to
the next
generation.”
Part of this
commitment
includes its
partnership with
TT Club to
recognise
“excellence in
the next
generation of
logisticians” with
the annual
awarding of its
Young
International
Freight
Forwarder of the
Year Award. “For over 20
years,” Marquina says “the
award has been providing
valuable training
opportunities for young
talent in the freight
forwarding industry.”
While the apparent dearth
of next-generation logistics
professionals dominates
discussion, FIATA and the
WCA have put substantial
effort into upskilling existing
industry professionals.
General manager of the
WCA Academy, Leah

KEVIN BUCHANAN
Pall-Ex
McKenna, says that prior to
the pandemic, WCA’s
conference classrooms were
seeing ever-increasing
numbers. Coronavirus put
paid to this. Temporarily.
“Then in July we launched
our first virtual classrooms,
instructing members how to
comply with GDP,” McKenna
tells VOTI. “They gained
significant
momentum, and
we ended up
conducting 10
classes between
July and
October
resulting in
more than 100
of our members
becoming GDP
certified.”
McKenna says
there was a
deliberate
decision to keep
the classrooms
small. Maxing out
at 11 attendees per class,
the sessions were offered to
members in Asia, Europe,
and the Americas, with each
region getting their own
dedicated session.
“Keeping them small and
allotting spaces based on
time zones would help limit
any technological glitches,”
she continues. “Each session
was recorded and there was
provision of a forum for
questions. Over the course
of all the sessions we have
run we had just two

"We see this
as a learning
opportunity
for
ourselves,
as well
as the
students"
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shortage
instances where connection
issues arose. We had a
couple of clients whose
whole teams participated.”
Adam McKenna, who
heads up the WCA’s
Perishables, Time Critical,
and Pharma networks says
he was glad they decided to
continue the classes in a
virtual setting: “We felt there
was an obligation
from our side to
make sure
everyone was
ready for
shipping the
pending vaccine
for Covid-19.”
Leah
McKenna says
that the
intention is to
return to
in-person
classes after the
pandemic has
been resolved.
But she notes
that a benefit of running
these virtual classes is that
they are now future-proofed
should another issue arise
preventing in-person
teaching.
WCA may have been swift
in migrating to virtual
teaching environments but
others have been more
cautious. Marquina says
FIATA has provided an
endorsement for online
training and is presently
developing a set of Online
Minimum Standards to
support this virtual

transition.
“The pandemic has driven
the need to consider
alternate methodologies on
delivering training to
industry, either in a hybrid
mode or probably more
appropriately for future
online training,” she adds.
“There are currently FIATA
Association Members who
have committed
the financial and
human
resources to
deliver online
training. Their
experience
clearly
demonstrates
the acceptability
of the next
generation of
logisticians to
this process.
“It’s important
to note that
online training
brings its own
particular challenges as to
teaching methodology,
assessment and student
record management. It also
comes with a different cost
structure as to traditional
face-to-face settings.
“Nevertheless, FIATA
endorses online training as
the future. And this offers a
great opportunity to
accelerate the adoption of
new teaching methods, in
line with the growing
expectations from the next
generation for online
options.”

"this offers
a great
opportunity
to accelerate
the adoption
of new
teaching
methods"
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What forwarders can expect
from insurers in 2021
INSURERS are cautioning
international forwarders and logistics
providers to brace for changes in their
insurance pricing and coverage. The
global pandemic follows an already
unwelcome reduction in marine
insurance providers,
resulting from consecutive
years of losses, all of
which is having an almost
immediate and direct
impact on forwarders
around the world.
With reduced capacity
(supply) following a
significant constriction in
providers at Lloyd’s,
insurance pricing for many
forwarders has already
edged upward, some by as
much as 50 per cent.
Adding to the uptick in
pricing and more
conservative underwriting
are concerns of increased
pandemic-related losses,
uncertainty, rising
personal protective equipment theft,
and cyber claims. Consequently, even
highly profitable insurers have gone
on the offensive, with pre-emptive
rate rises and communicable disease
exclusions.

Future worries and uncertainty
The insurance industry is built on the
foundation of actuarial science, but
Covid-19 has introduced unwelcome
uncertainty around claims, litigation
and the potential for new legislation.
Some insurers are braced
for an even greater rise in
theft losses, fuelled by
mass global
unemployment.
In addition, forwarder
liability underwriters worry
that shippers will push
more liability onto their
transportation
intermediaries. Not helping
matters, this year’s
unprecedented number of
storms and global civil
unrest are fostering a
hardening insurance
market.

'even highly
profitable
insurers have
gone on the
offense with
pre-emptive
rate rises and
communicable
disease
exclusions'

Good news
The good news for
forwarders is that history is
certain to repeat itself. New insurers
will step in to take advantage of the
rising rates, which will increase
competition among insurers and
ultimately reduce pricing. In point of
fact, there is still a plentiful global

GREG KRITZ
World Insurance Services
supply of insurance. The advice to
forwarders is to align with insurance
providers armed with multiple options
and proven creative means to control
pricing, without compromising
coverage.
As an example, WCA’s own insurance
unit, World Insurance Services,
expanded its number of insurance
providers to four, and is using its large
global buying power to keep the lid on
rates and coverage. This has protected
members from what could have been
more unwelcome news.
Greg J Kritz, CIC is executive vice
president of World Insurance Services
greg@worldinsuranceagency.com.
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Spotlight ON

Turkish Cargo

Turkish Cargo soars ahead
TURKISH Airlines Cargo has
enjoyed soaring growth in
the past few years, and this
year it has taken its market
share, it says, to 5 per cent.
It has now committed to
becoming one of the top five
air cargo carriers in the
world.
Turkish last year finally
broke into the top 10, at
number 9, with a 19 per
cent jump in scheduled
freight tonne kilometres, to
7,029m. But to reach the
top five, it will need to step
up again.
Mehmet Gurkan, vice
president, cargo sales
(America), says the carrier’s
rise is in part due to high
demand for air transport.
“The tendency towards
the air cargo transportation
scaled up with a high
demand during the last two
decades. With its unique
position in terms of speed
and security, air cargo
transportation meets an
increasing tendency each
passing day.
“Being the fastest-growing
brand in the industry,
Turkish Cargo has been
operating all around the
world, building up a global

air bridge via its cargo
facilities located at Istanbul
and Ataturk airports.”
New freighter orders will
certainly help its rise to the
top. At the end of
2018, it ordered
three 777
freighters, a
repeat order of
the one it made
in January 2018.
It also ordered
30 787-9s and
30 A350s in
2018, which are
set to deliver
between 2020
and 2024.
It currently
operates 361
aircraft, of which
25 are
freighters.
“We will
continue to
develop and grow our fleet
continuously,” says Gurkan,
noting that the carrier offers
cargo services to more than
300 destinations.
“During the last decade,
Turkish Cargo has been
investing in its fleet and
expanded its activities
worldwide. Innovative
initiatives have been made

to increase overall service
quality we have been
offering to our customers.”
Covid-19 has, of course,
somewhat disrupted
aviation, but
Turkish is
ploughing on,
and in
September
expanded its
network to
include London,
Bangkok,
Singapore, and
Beirut as it
looks to widen
its network
again.
“Turkish
Cargo has
increased the
number of
destinations it
organises direct
cargo operations
to 95,” says Gurkan.
Like many other carriers
afflicted by the sudden and
severe drop in passenger
numbers, Gurkan says the
airline has also introduced
passenger freighters during
the crisis.
“During the course of the
pandemic, Turkish Cargo has
adapted its activities and

"During the
last decade,
Turkish
Cargo
has been
investing in
its fleet and
expanded
its activities
worldwide"

Turkish Airlines currently operates 361 aircraft, of which 25 are freighters

the cargo transportation
capacity of passenger
aircraft have been used in
addition to the 25 freighters.
“We operated more than
1,100 flights by making use
of the airliners and freighters
in August only, while having
performed cargo operations
to more than 50
destinations, in particular
London, Moscow, Oslo,
Shanghai, Bangkok, Doha,
New York and Casablanca,
by making use of more than
30 of our widebody
airliners,” he explains.
Covid-19 has had other
impacts – and Gurkan sees
an opportunity for the
carrier.
“The e-commerce
industry, which has already
been in a growth trend,
evolved into a much more
significant position upon the
pandemic with its global
effects continuing.
“Despite being a rather
costlier means of transport,
e-commerce experienced a
higher demand for
shipments, in particular with
respect to medications,
perishable goods, chemicals,
valuables and urgent
commercial requirements.
“While the evolving
e-commerce puts pressure
on the sales channels for a
quicker delivery and
optimum supply chain, the
global air cargo
transportation faces the rise
of e-commerce from the
perspectives of both B2B
and B2C, and this provides
opportunities for the
integration of the logistics
and storage services with
the air e-commerce
channels.”
The carrier has been quick

to respond, carrying some
25,000 tones of
e-commerce-related cargo
between January and
August this year.
It is not just growth in
online shopping that has
accelerated under Covid-19.
The need for digitisation has
also grown, and Turkish is
investing in technology, and
recently launched CARGY,
an AI-powered robot, which
will help customers see the
current status of shipments.
“As the effects of
technology have increased,
the expectations of the
customers in
each industry
have also
evolved
accordingly,”
says Gurkan.
“The innovative
technology
embraces
extensive and
significant
applications
more than ever,
especially in air
cargo
transportation,
because the
industry
demands
ever-increasing urgency.
“We, as Turkish Cargo,
have been investing in
innovative technologies in
the field of air cargo to meet
the needs of our customers
and sector partners in terms
of our service offering.
“Accordingly, we just

MEHMET GURKAN
vice president, cargo sales
provided our customers
involved in our global
network with the
opportunity to inquire on
the current status of their
cargo on a 24/7 basis by
making CARGY, our artificial
intelligence-based robot that
is our new digital solution
partner, go live, recently.
“Thanks to the use of
artificial intelligence, that
constitutes the virtual
workforce, Turkish Cargo
aims to enhance the quality
of service.”
He points out
that Turkish
Cargo’s new
facility at
Istanbul Airport,
SmartIST, will
also offer
high-end digital
technology.
“It is
dominated by
the industry 4.0,
artificial
intelligence
technologies
and digitalised
processes, and a
capacity to carry 4
million tons of cargo on a
yearly basis,” he explains.
Turkish carried 376,000
tonnes of cargo between
January and March this year.
So it still has plenty of room
to grow, and to achieve that
top spot in the air cargo
rankings.

"Turkish
Cargo has
increased the
number of
destinations
it organises
direct cargo
operations
to 95"
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Seafreight – comment by Mike Wackett

Carriers should withdraw planned
December rate increases
A contagion of huge freight
rate increases has spread
across the container world
during the global pandemic.
Since the beginning of
May, container spot rates
have soared on the major
east – west tradelanes with
the snowballing rates virus
extending to most other
routes.
While the headlines have
focused on spot rates surging
by some 125 per cent on the
headhaul transpacific in the
past six months,
rates from Asia
to Australasia
have spiked by
around 140 per
cent and have
leapt by an
eye-watering
290 per cent to
the east coast of
South America.
The Shanghai
Containerized
Freight Index
(SCFI), the
weekly
benchmark for
container spot
rates for Chinese
exports, has seen its main
index almost double during
the period and it continues
to break all-time value
records.
Given the strong demand
recovery combined with
skyrocketing rates it is
perhaps no surprise that
carriers have upgraded their
profit forecasts and are likely
to produce bumper full-year
earnings for their
shareholders.
That is a far cry from the
outlook for the liner industry
back in the second quarter,
when one analyst predicted
a best-case consolidated
full-year loss of US$5 billion
and a worst-case
bankruptcy-threatening
deficit of $16 billion.
But as we enter the Q3
financial results season,
those earlier loss predictions

could be transposed into
record profits for container
lines.
With Covid-enforced
consumer lockdowns around
the world it was feared that
global demand would
contract by up to 25 per
cent, meaning that carriers
were staring into the abyss
of unsustainable massive
losses.
Admittedly there were
some container lines that
saw a slightly less pessimistic
outlook, whether
that was for the
benefit of
investors or
because they
had some extra
market visibility
remains open to
question.
However,
crucially the
three
consolidated
vessel-sharing
alliances erred
on the side of
caution and
withdrew an
unprecedented
amount of capacity, with
more than a third of
headhaul sailings blanked
between Asia and Europe
and more than a quarter
cancelled on the transpacific.
Importantly for the first
time in recent liner history,
carriers maintained rate
discipline, against the
spectre of the 2016 failure
of Hanjin Shipping.
And as global demand
unexpectedly bounced back
in the summer, driven by
PPE shipments and
e-commerce purchases, the
law of supply and demand
swung significantly in favour
of carriers’ turbo-boosting
freight rates.
Having turned off the
supply tap at the start of the
pandemic, carriers gingerly
reinstated previously blanked
sailings and in some cases
deployed extra loaders, but
networks have taken time to
recover and, not least,
services have been
hindered by the
monumental task of
repositioning
equipment, which has
led to acute shortages in
Asia.
I don’t believe that carriers
had any better idea than any
of the rest of us on the
timing and strength of the

'those
earlier loss
predictions
could be
transposed
into record
profits for
container
lines'

recovery. You only had to
listen to the Q1 interim
results presentations to
detect the trepidation in the
normally bullish outlook
comments of the CEOs.
So I don’t subscribe to
views that carriers

deliberately took out too
much capacity at the start of
the pandemic: they have just
been fortunate that the dice
have all rolled in their favour.
Notwithstanding that the
liners are enjoying rare
profitability, they should now

not be taking advantage of
embattled shippers, and
should instead seek to cancel
the outrageous rate increases
planned for next month.

MIKE WACKETT
Sea Freight Consultant, FICS
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Forwarders face new demands
in shifting supply chains

SHIPPERS’ demands are changing in the
wake of Covid-19, which has had a severe
impact on supply chains, but the shift that is
unfolding is broader, caused by more factors
than the pandemic.
“Covid has been the number one headline
story, but 2020 was going to be a tumultuous
year anyway,” remarked Neil Wheeldon,
vice-president solutions at BDP International,
pointing to the US-China confrontation,
Brexit and several other disruptive
developments.
For Logfret the change began when some
clients started shifting some sourcing out of
China, said executive vice-president Elio
Levy.
Without question, the pandemic has been
the most dramatic catalyst for change, but is
has not affected everybody equally. Small
shippers have been hit harder than
large players that have more
tools to cope with the situation
and more muscle to get capacity,
Wheeldon observed.
Moreover, the pandemic has
struck different groups at
different times and in different
ways, he added. For retailers,
who were among the first to feel
the full impact, the shift to online
shopping has been the biggest
game-changer, which has
prompted them to look for
sources closer to markets. With
manufacturers, who were hit by
a delayed shock, the discussions
have been more around supply
chain planning, while raw
material producers have been
looking to take cost out of the
supply chain after they saw
demand tail off, he said.
The e-commerce boom has
intensified the pressure on warehousing,
noted Stefan Krauter, CEO of cargo-partner.
“Direct-to-home orders and expectations
of fast availability are calling for ever larger
and more regionally distributed warehousing
of goods. This is further compounded by
increased imports from other continents that

must be temporarily stored,” he observed,
adding that importers would be well-advised
to secure enough warehousing for this peak
season.
Covid has also accelerated the trend to
near-shoring. Krauter reported that disrupted
supply chains have prompted many European
manufacturers to go for alternative suppliers.
“There is certainly a trend for near-shoring
suppliers to Eastern Europe, Turkey, or to
Western European parent companies,” he
noted.
One of the big lessons from the pandemic
has been the need to pay more attention to
risk, he remarked.
“Covid-19 has shown us that the
associated risks must be re-evaluated. The
time is ripe to rethink the entire supply chain,
including production, warehousing and
integration projects with partners,”
he stated.
Wheeldon agreed that it is
necessary to evaluate the extent
of risk in supply chains and to
build longer forecasting models.
This is pushing forwarders to
provide visibility to a greater
extent than before, both in terms
of granularity and identifying
weaknesses. “Visibility is now a
given – not only where my cargo
is but also how my supply chain
is structured and how vulnerable
it is to risks,” said Wheeldon.
As a result, the bar is going up
for technology. Sandra Faraj,
vice-president of AGO
Transportation, reported that
shippers are less likely to call to
find out about their shipment
than use technology channels
instead.
Small customers want greater
visibility of the whole booking process, noted
Wheeldon. In July BDP unveiled a selfservice platform that offers instant quotes
and online booking functionality.
Automation is on the rise, noted Krauter.
Cargo-partner has a visibility and
collaboration platform with a range of

"There is
certainly a
trend for
near-shoring
suppliers
to Eastern
Europe,
Turkey, or
to Western
European
parent
companies"

STEFAN KRAUTER
cargo-partner
modules to simplify shippers’ daily logistics,
from order placement and real-time tracking
to online warehousing, purchase order and
supplier management. For an American
company that specialises in baby carriers and
accessories cargo-partner has automated the
entire order process for the firm’s online
customers.
At this point shippers have only begun to
look at their overall supply chain; for the
most part they are still preoccupied with
day-to-day challenges, observed Wheeldon.
“We’re still in the recovery phase of Covid,”
he said. “We are starting to have discussions
about restructuring supply chains.”
For many shippers securing capacity is a
more urgent priority at this stage. “From
China rates are not as important as if we can
find space for them,” reported Levy. “We
want to make sure we can guarantee space
for our customers. We may say no to new
customers for that.”
The pandemic has brought shippers and
forwarders closer together. “There is a much
greater need for collaboration. Covid has
exemplified that,” commented Wheeldon.
“Integration, reliability and transparency at
every point of the supply chain have become
more important than ever. We aim for deep
integration with our customers to offer them

end-to-end supply chain visibility and
automate processes,” stated Krauter.
As the collaboration between shippers and
logistics providers intensifies, shippers are
facing the question as to how to structure
this. There is widespread recognition that
one provider cannot cover the entire gamut
of their needs, which has fired up the debate
about creating ecosystems of firms that work
together.
Wheeldon views this as an opening for
4PLs. When the concept was launched in the
1990s, the capabilities to orchestrate an
ecosystem of providers were not sufficiently
developed, but today the toolbox is
expanded vastly, he noted.
“There are so many different providers
required in a supply chain. You need to join
the dots. 4PLs don’t have the greatest
reputation, but they may have the greatest
potential to be the glue in the ecosystem,” he
reflected.
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RAISING THE BAR
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